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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel GeoTime-based tag rank-
ing model to address the automatic image annotation prob-
lem. Our aim is to assign relevant descriptors to a query im-
age using textual, spatial, and temporal clues from nearby
images. The assumption behind our model is that tags as-
sociated with images that are closer in time and space with
a query image are more likely to be relevant to it.

Given a query image we retrieve the images (available
in community image databases, such as flickr.com and
panoramio.com) located in its close geographical area us-
ing its GPS coordinates (i.e., latitude and longitude). Once
these images retrieved, we take advantage of their meta-
data (e.g., users’ social contributions and information stored
in the EXIF descriptor) in order to suggest relevant tags.
While most of state-of-the-art approaches used visual and
textual factors to suggest and rank tags, our model uses
also temporal and spatial proximity factors. To capture these
proximity factors we exploited similarity methods and kernel
functions. Finally, the top-ranked tags are used to annotate
a query image.

We conducted a series of experiments on a dataset consist-
ing of over 201,000 Flickr images from the Paris geographic
area. The experimental results showed that our GeoTime-
based tag ranking model yields significant improvement over
two state-of-the-art baselines.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The automatic image annotation task faces the problem

of finding terms (tags) that best describe a given query
image provided by a user as input to the annotation sys-
tem. The evolution of new media (e.g., image sharing plat-
forms) and the development of digital technologies (e.g., dig-
ital cameras, smartphones) yields an exponential increase of
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the number of images available on the web. This evolution
makes the image annotation problem increasingly challeng-
ing.

In our view, automatic image annotation faces two main
challenges. The first challenge is to find the terms that best
describe a query image (i.e., its candidate tag set). Previous
work used content-based techniques represented by visual
features [14], text-based approaches represented by the text
surrounding the image in the document from where it ap-
peared [4], and more recently, community-based approaches
represented by the metadata available in image sharing plat-
forms (e.g., title of an image, comments, tags, and so on)
[13, 2]. To make use of the most recent approaches, in our
work we employed tag metadata that are generally assigned
by users who uploaded images in online repositories, such as
flickr.com and panoramio.com.

The second challenge is to rank the tags recommended
for a query image. Therefore, the problem that arises is to
identify the factors and the methods to combine them in
order to obtain the best scores for the meaningful tags. To
tackle this problem, some authors used supervised and un-
supervised ranking methods to combine tag frequency, spa-
tial proximity, image content similarity, and users activities
factors [13]. Other authors used linear [13] and statistical
models [10] to combine high level (e.g., user tags) and low
level information (e.g., global color, edge features, SIFT, and
SURF operators). Our work furthers prior works by intro-
ducing the temporal factor represented by the time when
the images were taken. To the best of our knowledge this
factor was not used so far as a measure to rank tags. Besides
the temporal factor, the tag ranking model that we propose
takes into account textual and spatial factors too. Thus, an-
other aspect of our work consists in the methods employed
to rank tags according to each of these three factors.

In this paper, we address these two challenges and mea-
sure how much improvement is yielded using the proposed
GeoTime-based tag ranking model in the automatic image
annotation task. We evaluate our model on a dataset con-
sisting of over 201,000 images of the Paris geographic area
obtained using the Flickr API. Moreover, we compare its
performance with two state-of-the-art baselines from [13, 10].
The results obtained show significant improvements of our
model over the two baselines and its effectiveness for the use
of the temporal and spatial proximity factors in the auto-
matic image annotation task. The proposed model is thus
able to assign relevant descriptors for a given query image.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews re-
lated work. Section 3 describes our tag ranking model. Sec-



tion 4 details our experimental setup, including the test col-
lection, the evaluation metrics, the two baselines, and the
model parameter selection. The results are discussed in sec-
tion 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and outlines
further work.

2. RELATED WORK
In this paper we address the automatic image annotation

problem. In the following, we will review image annotation
techniques aiming to describe a query image with meaningful
tags.

Sevil et al. [11] proposed an automatic image tag expan-
sion approach, using visual and textual factors from other
related images. The initial tags added by the users are used
to retrieve related images together with their tags. Further-
more, tags associated with the retrieved images are weighted
according to the visual similarity between the retrieved im-
ages and the query image. Finally, the tags with the high-
est weights are presented to the users. On the other hand,
Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol [12] present a tag recommen-
dation system using the collective knowledge from the im-
age sharing platform flickr.com. The authors used tag
co-occurrence statistics in order to recommend annotations
for partially tagged images.

Other authors used the title of a query image together
with its visual content to retrieve related images together
with their tags [2]. Furthermore, tags associated with the
retrieved images are weighted according to their popular-
ity and finally added to the recommended tag list. Other
works [16] proposed an automatic approach that exploits
the semantic correlation between image content and tags
using Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis. Eventually,
they used this correlation and the input-independent tag
popularity to recommend tags.

Our work differs from the previous studies in two aspects.
First, instead of using visual and textual factors to retrieve
images for a given query image, we propose to use a recent
technique based on location information. In this way, we en-
sure the scalability of the model, and also we avoid any irrel-
evant initial user tags that can lead to poor results. Second,
assuming that tags associated with images that are closer in
time and space with a query image have a higher probability
to be relevant, we propose to capture temporal and spatial
proximities between a query image and a retrieved image in
order to weight these tags.

More similar to our work are those of Silva and Mar-
tins [13], Moxley et al. [7], and Sergieh et al. [10]. They used
the geographical coordinates of a query image to retrieve re-
lated images together with their metadata and several fea-
tures in order to assign scores for tags. Silva and Martins [13]
used a set of estimators based on: tag frequency, spatial
proximity of the image, image content similarity, and the
number of different users employing the tag. Furthermore,
they proposed to combine the multiple estimators through
supervised learning to rank methods and unsupervised rank
aggregation methods. In [7] tags are ranked according to
their local frequency in comparison to their global frequency.
Sergieh et al. [10] proposed a probabilistic model that com-
bines two kinds of information: high level information rep-
resented by user tags and low level information represented
by the visual similarity between the query image and the set
of similar images.

The review of related work shows that a particular factor,

namely the temporal factor was overlooked. None of these
works considered it in the tag ranking process, which can
lead to poor results when we have to suggest and rank tags
for event query images.

Finally, while these approaches presented only statistical
methods and probabilistic models to combine different fac-
tors, we propose a GeoTime-based tag ranking model sim-
ilar to the positional language models for information re-
trieval [6, 3]. The difference consists in the type of data for
which they are used, in information retrieval for documents
and, in our case, for images. The model proposed in this pa-
per exploits spatial, temporal, and textual factors to design
similarity methods and kernel functions in order to capture
the temporal and spatial proximities between a query image
and a nearby image.

3. TAG RANKING APPROACH
In this section, we first present an overview of our pro-

posed model and then we detail it.

3.1 Model Overview
As shown in Figure 1, our approach consists in two steps.

First, given the latitude and the longitude of a query image,
we retrieve several other images together with their user so-
cial contributions (i.e., tags). These images available in on-
line community databases are retrieved within a fixed radius,
r, of the location of the query image. Once these images
found, we exploit their tags to create a candidate tag set for
the given query image. Second, we exploit spatial, tempo-
ral, and textual factors to assign scores for each tag from the
candidate tag set. Finally, the tags with the highest scores
are used to annotate a query image. In the following, we in-
troduce our GeoTime-based tag ranking model consisting of
three functions: textual-based function, spatial-based
function, and temporal-based function.

3.2 Tag Ranking Model
In order to present our model more formally, let us in-

troduce the following notations: iq is the query image, ir
is a retrieved image, I is the collection of all images from
our dataset, and IR (produced as described in section 3.1)
is the set of images retrieved for each iq (IR ⊆ I). Each re-
trieved image, ir ∈ IR, is represented by the tuple (annotir ,
spatialir , temporalir ), where:

• annotir is the tag set associated with the ir image
(annotir = {tg1, tg2, . . . , tgn}). annotir ⊆ AnnotIR ,
where AnnotIR represents the candidate set of unique
tags obtained from the images of IR,

• spatialir is the location of the retrieved image defined
by the pair (longitudeir , latitudeir ),

• and temporalir is the image capture timestamp de-
fined by the temporal information.

Spatial and temporal metadata are available in the EXIF
format [1] as part of image files (when taken with devices
embedded with GPS sensors). Otherwise, these metadata
are given by the users.

To assign scores to each tag tgn from the query image can-
didate tag set AnnotIR , we estimate the conditional proba-
bility P (tgn|iq), i.e., the probability of tgn given the query
image iq. Assuming P (iq) to be a uniform prior probability
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Figure 1: Model overview. The location information is first used to retrieve images for a query image. Then
spatial, temporal, and textual factors are used to weight tags and assign ranks.

and the conditional independence between tgn and iq, we
obtain the following equation:

P (tgn|iq) ∝
∑
ir∈I

P (ir)P (tgn|ir)P (iq|ir) (1)

where P (ir) is the probability of ir to occur in the close
area of the query image: d(iq, ir) < r, where d(iq, ir) is
the spatial distance between two images and r represents a
fixed radius (in meters). Assuming P (ir) to be a uniform
probability, represented by a constant value, the equation 1
can be simplified as:

P (tgn|iq) ∝
∑
ir∈IR

P (tgn|ir)P (iq|ir) (2)

where the conditional probabilities P (tgn|ir) and P (iq|ir)
are the weight of the candidate tag tgn given by the retrieved
image ir, and the proximity between ir and iq, respectively.
In this paper, we estimate the P (iq|ir) probability by con-
sidering temporal and spatial proximities. Therefore, the
proposed tag ranking model predicts tag scores according
to three functions: textual, spatial, and temporal. Further-
more, we rewrite the equation 2 as:

P (tgn|iq) ∝ score(tgn, iq)

=
∑
ir∈IR

stextual(tgn, ir)sspatial(iq, ir)stemporal(iq, ir)

(3)

The following sections present each of the three functions
in more details.

3.2.1 Textual-based function
Given the candidate tag set AnnotIR associated with a

iq, one way to estimate the textual score of each tag tgn ∈
AnnotIR is to use a frequency-based approach (i.e., similar
with the tf measure from Information Retrieval) as follows:

stextual(tgn, ir) = P (tgn|ir) =
tf(tgn, ir)

|ir|
(4)

where tf(tgn, ir) measures the occurrence of the tag tgn in
the annotations of an image ir, and |ir| represents the total
number of tags that annotate ir.

tf(tgn, ir) =

{
1 if tgn ∈ annotir ,

0 otherwise
(5)

A similar method is employed by Sergieh et al. [10] where

the value
∑

ir∈IR
stextual(tgn, ir) represents the weighted vote

of the tag tgn. In our work we used this measure in two
ways. First, as a textual-based function in our GeoTime-
based tag ranking model, and second as a baseline for our
experiments presented in section 4.

3.2.2 Spatial-based function
We assume that a tag is more important for a query image

if it occurs in images located close to the location of the
query image (i.e., the spatial distance between a query image
and a retrieved image is small). Thus, the spatial score of
each tag tgn ∈ AnnotIR is computed as:

sspatial(iq, ir) = Ps(iq|ir) (6)

where Ps(iq|ir) is the probability that captures the spatial
proximity between two images. To compute this probability
we represented the spatial distance between two geographi-
cal points in terms of latitude and longitude, d(iq, ir), by the
great circle method1, also used in [13]. In the following, we
present two methods to compute the Ps(iq|ir) probability:

a) The first one, similar to the one presented in [13], trans-
forms the spatial distance, d(ir, iq), into a spatial simi-
larity according to the following equation:

Ps(iq|ir) =
1

1 + d(iq, ir)
(7)

To avoid the division by zero when the query image and
the retrieved image are taken in the same location we
add 1 to the spatial distance.

b) For the second method we propose to use a proximity-
based density function. By doing so, the Ps(iq|ir) prob-
ability is calculated using the kernel functions Kσ(iq, ir)
that decrease as the spatial distance between iq and ir
increases. We describe later the kernel functions that
we used in this paper, as they also appear in the next
section.

3.2.3 Temporal-based function
We assume that the description of a query image is time-

dependent. For example, at Wembley stadium there are
concerts and also football games at different time points.
Therefore, images taken from the same location at different
time points are related to different events. So, we assume
that a tag is more important for a query image if it occurs

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great-circle distance



in images captured close in time to it (i.e., the temporal
distance between a query image and a retrieved image is
small). Thus, the temporal score of each tag tgn ∈ AnnotIR
is computed as:

stemporal(iq, ir) = Pt(iq|ir) (8)

where Pt(iq|ir) is the probability that captures the tempo-
ral proximity between two images. To compute Pt(iq|ir)
we represented the temporal information of images (i.e.,
date/time) by the Unix Time (UxT ) format as the number
of seconds elapsed since January 1, 19702. Thus, this prob-
ability can be expressed by the temporal distance between
the temporal representation of the query image (UxTiq ) and
the temporal representation of the retrieved image (UxTir ).
In the following, we present two methods to compute this
probability:

a) The first one converts the temporal distance into tempo-
ral similarity according to the following equation:

Pt(iq|ir) =
1

1 + |UxTiq − UxTir |
(9)

We added 1 to the temporal distance to avoid the division
by zero when the query image and the retrieved image
are captured in the same moment of time.

b) The second method is similar to the second method pre-
sented for the spatial-based function. The main differ-
ence is that the kernel functions Kσ(iq, ir) decrease as
the temporal distance between iq and ir increases.

Previous works used kernel functions to capture the prox-
imity of the words in a document [6, 3]. However, here we
aim to capture the temporal and spatial proximity of tags
that are associated with retrieved images. These proximi-
ties have not been considered in the automatic image anno-
tation process to the best of our knowledge. In this paper,
we investigate the Gaussian and Laplace kernel functions
(equations 10 and 11) that proved to perform well in the
literature [6, 3].

• Gaussian Kernel

Kσ(iq, ir) = exp

[
−(iq − ir)2

2σ2

]
(10)

• Laplace Kernel

Kσ(iq, ir) = exp

[
−|iq − ir|

σ

]
(11)

In order to obtain the final score for each candidate tag
tgn we normalized each score x (i.e., score(tgn, iq)) using
the distribution of scores X in AnnotIR .

Normalized(x,X) =
x−min(X)

max(X)−min(X)
(12)

Finally, the candidate tags with the highest scores will be
used in the automatic image annotation process.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we present our experimental setup: the

dataset, the evaluation metrics, the two baselines, and the
model parameter selection that we conducted to evaluate
the effectiveness of our tag ranking model.
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix time

4.1 Dataset
The dataset used in this research consisted in over

201, 000 Flickr geo-tagged images from the Paris geographic
area (available under request). These images were crawled
through the Flickr API3, with the mention that we crawled
only the images for which the time, location, and tag in-
formation were available. The number of unique tags for
this dataset reaches 81,000 and the average number of tags
per image is 9.18. These images come with various meta-
data, such as: image id, image title, image tags, latitude,
longitude, date/time, and the image URL. As a test set, we
randomly selected 200 images from the dataset and as gold
standard we considered the original tags of each image.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
In order to calculate the performance of our model we

compared the original tag list of a query image with the
suggested annotations. Moreover, we used well-known In-
formation Retrieval metrics such as: Precision of the 5 rec-
ommended tags (P@5), R-precision (Rprec), and Mean Av-
erage Precision (MAP), used also to evaluate state-of-the-art
approaches [13, 12]. Considering that a system could recom-
mend relevant tags that are not among the original query
image tags, these metrics should be used only as relative
performance indicators, as mentioned in the work of [8].

4.3 Baselines
We compared the effectiveness of our GeoTime-based tag

ranking model to two baselines.
The first baseline, B1, (similar to the tf measure from In-

formation Retrieval) is represented by the number of nearby
retrieved images of a query image that contain the tag. This
is one of the most common state-of-the-art approaches for
the automatic image annotation task. The equation em-
ployed for this baseline is presented in section 3.2.1 and is
similar to the ones used in the work of Sergieh et al. [10] and
Hsiao et al. [5].

As a second baseline, B2, we considered the best perform-
ing aggregation method presented in the work of Silva and
Martins [13]. This method is based on the CombMNZ score
of the following four factors: number of nearby images us-
ing the tag, number of different flickr.com users employing
the tag, number of web visits made for the nearby images
using the tag, and the minimum distance between the GPS
coordinates of the nearby images that use the tag and the
GPS coordinates of the query image. This baseline is given
by the equation 13.

B2 = CombMNZ(tgn, iq) = p ∗
k∑
j=1

scorej(tgn, iq) (13)

where scorej(tgn, iq) is the score received by the tag for each
of the individual factor and p represents the number of non-
zero similarities.

4.4 Model Parameter Selection
Our model has two parameters: σ which is the interpo-

lation coefficient used by the kernel functions, and r which
is the geographic radius used to retrieve images and implic-
itly to form the candidate tag set for a query image. In
order to find the best parameters, we tested different values

3http://www.flickr.com/services/api/



Table 1: Empirical best values for σ coefficient for
both kernel functions (Gaussian and Laplace) and
both temporal (t) and spatial (s) factors.

kernel σ P@5 P@10 MAP R-prec

s Gaussian 4 0.4237 0.2492 0.4559 0.4434
Laplace 2 0.4305 0.2497 0.4684 0.4624

t Gaussian 2 0.4667 0.2898 0.5281 0.5195
Laplace 2 0.4767 0.2927 0.5343 0.5225
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Figure 2: Sensitivity to the σ parameter of kernel
functions for the spatial factor

for σ in the range of [2, 128] and for r we tried the follow-
ing values: 10m, 100m, 300m, 500m, and 1km. Values of r
greater than 1km do not conduct to better results as demon-
strated also in [7]. A large radius provides a greater number
of images making the computational time cost to increase.
On the other hand, a small radius cannot ensure the neces-
sary number of images in order to form the candidate tag
set for a query image. Therefore, taking into account these
two observations we decided to use the value of 300m in our
experiments for the spatial radius.

The best performance for the interpolation coefficient σ
for both kernel functions and for both temporal and spatial
factors are reported in Table 1. As we can notice in the
table the Laplace kernel outperforms the Gaussian kernel in
all the measures that we considered. Thus, we use it to rank
tags for both temporal and spatial factors in our model.

Figures 2 and 3 relate the sensitivity in terms of MAP
to the σ parameter in the range of [2, 128] for both kernel
functions. We notice once again that the Laplace kernel pro-
vides better results than the Gaussian kernel over different
parameter settings.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the evaluation results of our

tag ranking model and its effectiveness compared to the two
baselines described in section 4.

Since our tag ranking model can be configured according
to two spatial-based functions (i.e., spatial similarity and
kernel spatial functions) and two temporal-based functions
(i.e., temporal similarity and kernel temporal functions) we
first investigated the impact of each individual function on
the performance. The results are presented in Table 2 where
the top section shows the results for the spatial-based func-
tions and the bottom section the results for the temporal-
based functions. Table 2 shows that the Laplace kernel func-
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Figure 3: Sensitivity to the σ parameter of kernel
functions for the temporal factor

tion yields a significant improvement for both spatial and
temporal functions for all metrics. We can thus argue that
the Laplace kernel function performs well and would be use-
ful to use it in the tag ranking model.

If we compare the performance between the Laplace tem-
poral and Laplace spatial functions, we observe that for
all metrics the Laplace temporal function outperforms the
Laplace spatial function. The intuition behind this behav-
ior is that events may occur in the location where the query
image was taken, making the event-specific tags have a good
ranking in the candidate tag set of a query image. For ex-
ample, for a Eiffel Tower query image taken on the Bastille
Day, the images retrieved in its nearby geographical area
(not necessarily taken on the Bastille Day) are mostly anno-
tated with tags like, Eiffel Tower, Paris, France, and so
on, and only a few are annotated with tags like, 14 July, na-
tional holiday, and Bastille Day (especially those taken
on the Bastille Day). Therefore, considering only textual
and spatial factors these tags would not get high scores. On
the contrary, the temporal factor can identify these tags and
boost their scores in the candidate tag set. The significant
improvement obtained by using the overlooked temporal fac-
tor across the spatial one, 14% in terms of MAP and 8% in
terms of Precision at rank 5, show us that it plays an im-
portant role in the tag ranking model.

Finally we compared our model with the two baselines
presented in section 4 and report the results in Table 3. The
top section of Table 3 shows the evaluation results in terms
of Precision at rank 5 (P@5), MAP, and Rprec. The best
values in each column are in bold face. As can be seen from
the table, none of the baselines improved the tag ranking
model for all metrics.

As the precision at rank 5 of our model goes up to 49%,
it means that on average 2.45 of the top 5 tags are good de-
scriptors for a query image. In addition, our model has the
highest MAP, which suggests its effectiveness and stability
across the two baselines. We also notice (Table 3) that the
baseline obtained from the work of Silva and Martins [13]
outperforms the classical tf measure from Information Re-
trieval used in several automatic image annotation works.

The bottom section of Table 3 shows the improvement
that our tag ranking model yields over the first and sec-
ond baselines. The improvements achieved are statistically
significant tested using the Student’s bilateral and paired
t-test [15] (p < 0.01), found reliable for this type of exper-
iments [9]. As can be noticed from the table, the improve-
ments (for all metrics) between the first baseline and the



Table 2: Results for the two spatial and for the two
temporal functions using our Flickr collection.

P@5 MAP Rprec

Spatial functions
spatial similarity 0.416 0.448 0.441
Laplace kernel 0.431 0.468 0.462

Temporal functions
temporal similarity 0.463 0.515 0.500
Laplace kernel 0.465 0.534 0.522

Table 3: Results for our GeoTime-based tag rank-
ing model (GT-TRM) over the two baselines (bline)
presented in section 4. A dag (†) and a star (*) in-
dicate statistically significant improvement over the
first and second baseline respectively.

P@5 MAP Rprec

bline 1 0.261 0.345 0.301
bline 2 0.361 0.414 0.391
GT-TRM 0.493 †* 0.566 †* 0.543 †*
Improvement
bline 1 vs bline 2 38.5% 19.8% 30.1%
bline 1 vs GT-TRM 89.2% 63.8% 80.4%
bline 2 vs GT-TRM 36.5% 36.6% 38.6%

proposed model are greater than the improvements between
the second baseline and the proposed model. This was ex-
pected because of the noticeable performance of the second
baseline across the first one. With the improvements that
we obtained we can conclude that our GeoTime-based tag
ranking model improves the automatic image annotation ef-
fectiveness compared to state-of-the-art research.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we addressed the automatic image annota-

tion problem to find and rank tags according their relevance
to a query image. In our work we used data from image
sharing platforms and we focused on textual information
provided by these ones and on temporal and spatial infor-
mation stored in the image EXIF descriptor. We integrated
this information into a tag ranking model following the in-
tuition that textual, spatial, and temporal factors together
plays an important role in the tag ranking process. Further-
more, we proposed to use kernel functions to compute the
spatial and temporal proximity factors and we showed that
we obtain better results when employing them.

We have evaluated the proposed GeoTime-based tag rank-
ing model on a dataset obtained using the Flickr API. We
showed that the overlooked temporal factor, not used so far
in the tag ranking process, plays an important role in this
process. Moreover, we concluded that the model showed
to be effective across two state-of-the-art baselines which
proves an improvement in the automatic image annotation
process.

Further work will include experiments on other datasets
using larger test and training sets. Another direction of
research will be to investigate the impact of other kernel
functions (e.g. triangular kernel, cosine kernel, rectangular

kernel) and also to look forward for other available resources
that could be used to improve the effectiveness of our rank-
ing model, such as a synonym database in order to expand
the tags for a query image.
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